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We’re now in the second decade of motion-capture technology, which has evolved from being a novelty and intriguing
scientific experiment to a tool that can revolutionize sports and gaming. When EA Sports used motion capture to make

Madden NFL 25, that game is now the gold standard of sports video games. The next step is to use that technology to let
players feel more real and responsive on-field. The aim is to make players feel more connected to their virtual avatars. As

the name suggests, it uses “hyper” as in “hyper-real,” which is a fancy way of saying everything from hitting a ball to
making a decision should feel and look more realistic and interactive. Traditional motion-capture technology doesn’t have

the ability to model all the details of movement. For example, in real life if you crouch down to get a better look at the
grass, it’s a sudden change in direction. You can’t do that with existing motion capture technology. With motion capture
you set up cameras to follow someone in real-life and create a model of how they move. You turn on the cameras and

capture the movements of the person, but then you go back and process all the data to develop a model of the person.
The more cameras you use, the more accurate the model. We wanted to create something that would capture every

movement and every moment a person’s movement. That’s why we call it “hyper-reality.” FIFA Football will play a full 90
minutes, a completely different experience than the 15-minute match mode of FIFA 18. In that game we were not able to
capture all the movement and it looked different from second to second because you can’t create a model of someone

who’s moving really fast. Story continues FIFA 19 introduced off-the-ball animation, on-the-ball reactions and post-tackle
animations, which let players behave more like real footballers. EA Sports now plans to put even more life into player

reactions and on-field animations in the second version of the updated engine. The team has been working on this project
for the past eight months. Motion capture with football players is different than basketball, where all the players are close
to each other. With soccer, most of the players are a lot further away. The team came to the conclusion that none of our

previous motion capture suits were accurate
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Features Key:

High-fidelity ball physics.
“Physical” control.
Content updates.
Player, club, stadium and kits.
Up-to-date rosters.
Career Challenges, Game Moments and FUT Draft.
Dynamic weather system.
More realistic visuals.
1:1 player likeness, realistic player animations, authentic celebration and a new commentator deliver new options
for fans to enjoy.
FIFA Ultimate Team.
20 new international teams.
Over 50 new stadiums.
New training modalities such as small pitch, large pitch, and TRX training (FIFA 22 only).
Improved control on grass pitches and artificial surfaces.
Repaved penalty area.
Quicker ball movement and improved keeper AI.
Improved refereeing with better positioning, adaptivity, a pre-save laser indicator and backroom staff.
New Crossing camera.
Sky-Hud: A full 3D sky and accurate weather effects.
Rugby Pro Evolution Soccer globally.
29 brand new players for both sides.
Improvements to online matchmaking and recovery time.
TRX training added in FUT (FIFA 22 only)
New Commentary options in FUT (FIFA 22 only)

Fifa 22

FIFA is the authentic, official videogame of the 2014 FIFA World Cup™. Play in 3 on 3 tournaments, win tournaments, and
follow the progress of your favorite FIFA World Cup™ team. FIFA 20 features numerous gameplay innovations including

contextual Ultimate Team, improved momentum-based passing, more realistic positioning in the final third and new
defensive features in goal. In Career Mode, play your way through to a World Cup™ final appearance, or save FIFA points
for when you return to offline mode. Go to WorldCup.org to learn more. FIFA 20 in stores now. Release Date: September

28, 2019 Platforms: PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC Genre: Soccer Games EA SPORTS FIFA 20 Companion App The companion
app allows you to share your gameplay highlights via Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook via the @ESFIA_App account. Your

gameplay highlights will appear in your "Best of FUT" section. The #ESFIA_App is available for download on iOS and
Android, which makes sharing gameplay in-game a breeze. FIFA is the authentic, official videogame of the World Cup™.

FIFA 20 brings the game even closer to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of
innovation across every mode. Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 brings the game even closer to the real thing

with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation across every mode. FIFA 20 playable demo
available on September 22, 2019 and September 23, 2019 at participating retailers Playable demo of FIFA 20 available
online for PS4 and Xbox One on September 28, 2019 Release Date: September 28, 2019 Genre: Sports Games FIFA 20
features the World Cup™ winner Ronaldo and other greats on your FIFA Team. Play the game live as if you were on the
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field and experience the World Cup™ like never before. Connect with friends and teammates and play head-to-head on
their custom created teams in Training, Tournament, or Career mode. Additional FIFA 20 DLC packs available at launch on
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. Release Date: September 27, 2019 Platforms: Xbox One, PS4 FIFA 20 has additional content

available for download on Xbox One and PlayStation 4 at launch. These content packs include numerous additional, unique
FIFA Ultimate Team players, player faces, kits, and more bc9d6d6daa
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Build your very own squad in more ways than ever with the new Create a Legend feature, which allows you to start from
scratch and reach legendary status. There are new player cards that you can collect to enhance your game and reach the
ultimate goal, an FUT Champion Squad. Instant Action – Access your Ultimate Team in a new way in the Ultimate Team
Career mode. Continue to progress your squad’s attributes, unlock new and improved skills and move up through leagues
and cups to create your own personal Path to Glory. Matchday – Real Madrid, Zenit Saint Petersburg, Inter Milan,
Manchester City, and Paris Saint Germain will all make their returns to EA SPORTS FIFA. Authentic stadiums will be
accessible in the interactive and highly detailed My Stadium mode. Always-on live Leaderboards and MUT Champions Cups
add a new layer of competition to the legendary Pro Clubs. Introducing Barcelona – A licensed club from Barcelona, Spain,
the club made its EA SPORTS FIFA debut with an in-depth story, as well as authentic stadiums and kits. THE FUT CHAMPION
SQUAD The most-sought-after players in the world have all joined the FUT Championship squad. Select your dream team of
the game’s greatest players, and you’ll receive exclusive items, team bonuses and more. In the next major content update
for EA SPORTS FIFA 20, you’ll be able to bring your legendary FUT squad into the stadiums in My Staduim, the new club
progress experience. The FUT Champions squad brings several improvements to the game such as dynamic formations,
new individual reactions, revamps to hand-offs and more. PLAYER MATCHMAKING – Play the way you want to play with an
expanded in-match gameplay system, plus skill-based matchmaking for better communication, tactical coaching, and all-
new bite-sized time-wasting mini-games in My Team. Pick your preferred player performance style to get the best results.
NEW CAMPAIGNS – In addition to the return of the Pro Clubs, EA SPORTS FIFA 20 brings popular FIFA Leagues and cups
back in EA SPORTS Football Experience. Rebuilt from the ground up, exclusive to this title, Ultimate Team is also returning
with Create a Legend and new ways to unlock and collect your favorite FUT players. Customization – Play the way you
want to play. Create your ideal style of play with more ways than ever before to fine-
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What's new:

GAME MODES Career Mode – Live out your dreams as both a manager
and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits,
style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise
up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test
your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that
gives you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your
Pro’s journey through the game.
KICK IT OFF! Get involved with your club from the beginning as you
attempt to build your team on the ascent. With new Pro Details like
Shooting and Critical Roles for your players, along with unique Player
Move animations, Kick Off has never looked so good.
FIFA Penalty Shootout - Test your accuracy as you make the most
outrageous penalty saves in the game. A goalkeeper’s performance will
come under the microscope with new features like Intercepting a Penalty
and Rolling a Given Out to bring out the best from your goalkeeper. The
chances are there will be more than one reason to attempt to save the
ball in the final moments of the match.
FIFA Champions League - Battle for the Champions League title and
show the world that you’re the best with the aim-heavy gameplay style
only Champions League matches can deliver. Climb through qualifying
rounds, with new three-team group formats, and then fight your way
through to the knock-out stages for world-class adventure.
FIFA World Cup - Claim your spot as you challenge for the title on home
soil. Play Classic World Cup matches from all over the globe, or do battle
on the road and battle for the world cup trophy on your turf.
MORE FRIENDLY TIPS Whether you’re playing for fun or leading your
favourite side, you’ll be more informed on and off the pitch with a
wealth of tools and information. You can get tips on players, as well as
analyse player attributes and rotations, search for players, explore your
players with Match day, get in-depth tactical information, and more.
NEW CHAMPIONS Make a lasting impression with two new FIFA World
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Champions: Ronaldinho and Zlatan Ibrahimović. Both will have their own
kits and styles of play, so find out how they will affect yours
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Online multiplayer • Compete with friends and millions of other football fans for the World Cup. • Compete with friends and
millions of other football fans for the World Cup. • Enjoy new gameplay innovations: Pro-Direct Controls, improved and
contextual Pro-Direct Dribble & Pass Controls, and the most realistic & most physical Commentary ever in football. • Enjoy
new gameplay innovations: Pro-Direct Controls, improved and contextual Pro-Direct Dribble & Pass Controls, and the most
realistic & most physical Commentary ever in football. • Experience a new FIFA World Player that introduces new layers of
on-field intelligence • Experience a new FIFA World Player that introduces new layers of on-field intelligence FIFA 360° The
new FIFA World Player provides a 360° view of the pitch. The new FIFA World Player provides a 360° view of the pitch.
Contact: Matt Papa, SVP for Marketing, EA SPORTS SVP for Marketing, EA SPORTS “We have never been more inspired than
when we design FIFA”, says the Chief Creative Officer at EA SPORTS. “FIFA is a brand that captures peoples’ hearts and
has become a cornerstone of sport. FIFA is the top sport franchise in the world and one of the best-known brands in the
world.” Matt Papa, the Chief Creative Officer at EA SPORTS, made the following statement: “The opening of our own studio
in Montreal in 2010, our strategy of constantly reinventing the game, and key investments in the technology of VR and AR
development have all been designed to ensure that, even as the FIFA brand continues to grow and evolve, we will continue
to deliver on our promise to create the best football game in the world, every year.” Attention Club Owners and Clubs:
Additional club announcements coming this summer. VAMO – Virtual Agency Mode: Create, run and manage your own
virtual soccer agency, with your own Custom Made Teams. An alternative to FIFA Ultimate Team, VAMO is now available in
FIFA 22. Club Owners can now use VAMO to create, buy and sell players and clubs in FIFA 22. No fees are required to
create or play. The mode is available for purchase in the Club Creator. To learn more about VAMO in FIFA 22, please visit
the FIFA channel on Facebook.com, YouTube.com and Twitter.com/F
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System Requirements:

DirectX 11. NVIDIA GeForce 650M or AMD Radeon HD 8000 or higher. Minimum of 1024 MB of RAM. Minimum of 40 GB of
hard disk space. Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 OS. Supported Operating Systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8. Mac OS 10.6.8 or
later. Linux Ubuntu 12.04, Linux Mint 14, Linux Ubuntu 12.10, Linux Mint 15. Screenshots: Sound Des
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